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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
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Abstract Coordinated social behavior and positive affect shared between parent and
child in early life provide a foundation for healthy social and emotional development.
We examined physiological (cardiac vagal responses) and relational (attachment secu-
rity) predictors of dyadic behavioral coordination in a sample of 13-month-old infants
and their mothers (N=64). We tested whether cardiac vagal responses moderated the
association between attachment security and behavioral coordination. The main effect
of attachment on coordination was moderated by infant cardiac vagal tone (i.e.,
respiratory sinus arrhythmia [RSA] during rest). Securely attached infants with lower
cardiac vagal tone were more behaviorally coordinated with their mothers; there was no
association between attachment and coordination for infants with high cardiac vagal
tone. Infants with greater increases in cardiac vagal reactivity (i.e., RSA during social
engagement) exhibited greater behavioral coordination with their mothers regardless of
attachment status. There were no effects for maternal cardiac vagal responses. These
results illustrate how individual differences in physiological responses inform healthy
early social-emotional functioning.

Keywords Cardiac vagal tone . Cardiac vagal reactivity . RSA . Attachment . Dyad

The building blocks for lifelong social-emotional functioning are established by the
quality of early parent–child interactions. Regular experiences of shared positive affect
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and coordinated social behavior between parent and child in the first few years of life
positively predict children’s social-emotional skills and are negatively associated with
behavior problems (Deater-Deckard and Petrill 2004; Lindsey et al. 2009; Lindsey et al.
1997). For instance, children who were more socially coordinated with their mothers
during interactions at 9 months of age had greater emotional self-regulation at 2 years
of age (Feldman et al. 1999). This is important because children who are well-regulated
and have positive social interactions with others demonstrate greater psychological
adjustment and academic achievement (Gaziano et al. 2007; Spinrad et al. 2006). In
another study, positivity of mother-child interactions at 14 months of age predicted
children’s tendency to imitate the mother and the child’s level of distress to breaking an
object 8 months later (Kochanska et al. 1999). Imitation during interaction and negative
emotionality over (perceived) responsibility for a social transgression are constituents
of a prosocial orientation (Cole et al. 1992; Frankel and Bates 1990). As positive
interactive coordination between mother and infant fosters positive social-emotional
development, it is important to understand correlates of this coordination.

Attachment Security

One such correlate may be the attachment bond that forms between the primary
caregiver and the infant over the first year of life. The quality of this bond, whether
it is secure or insecure, has significant implications for children’s social-emotional
development (Bowlby 1982). Attachment theorists posit that when a caregiver is
consistently and appropriately responsive to the infant’s emotional cues, the infant
learns that the caregiver can be depended on to care for and soothe him, forming a
secure attachment (Ainsworth 1979; Thompson 1994). Securely attached children
demonstrate greater willingness to engage with new features of the environment
(Grossmann et al. 1999) and attachment security has been linked to a variety of positive
social-emotional behaviors (Bohlin et al. 2000; Boldt et al. 2014). Not all studies find
this direct relationship, however, and contextual risk is an important moderator (Belsky
and Pasco Fearon 2002). Few studies to date have examined moderation by individual
differences in physiological responses to explain discrepancies in associations between
attachment security and social-emotional outcomes.

Cardiac Vagal Response

The tenth cranial nerve, the vagus, is one mechanism by which the brain, specifically,
can act on the heart’s pacemaker and regulate heart rate and heart rate variability in
response to changes in the environment. Vagal influence can be quantified in terms of
heart rate variability or variability in the beat-to-beat patterns of the heart. There are
several methods for measuring heart rate variability and respiratory sinus arrhythmia
(RSA) is the most well established in the research literature. RSA is beat-to-beat
variability within the frequency of heart rate periodicity associated with spontaneous
breathing. Cardiac vagal tone refers to RSA at rest and cardiac vagal reactivity refers
to the change in RSA from rest to a task or activity. The research examining correlates
of cardiac vagal tone and reactivity in adults and young children has been mixed,
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but some important patterns emerge indicating RSA may be a Bbiomarker^ of
emotional functioning and risk for psychopathology (Beauchaine 2015;
Beauchaine and Thayer 2015).

One body of research has focused on adult clinical samples, consistently finding that
low cardiac vagal tone or resting RSA is associated with various psychiatric difficulties
(Demaree and Everhart 2004; Friedman and Thayer 1998; Licht et al. 2008). Less work
to date speaks to vagal tone in healthy individuals, but high cardiac vagal tone has been
linked to dispositional positive emotion in healthy college students (Oveis et al. 2009).
Studies of both adults and young children find that high cardiac vagal tone is associated
with emotional reactivity. Whether this reactivity involves increased expression of
positive or negative emotion depends on the context (Butler et al. 2006; Calkins and
Fox 1992; Fox, 1989; Stifter et al. 1989). For instance, when faced with an emotionally
challenging task, high vagal tone infants expressed more negative emotion than low
vagal tone infants. When the context was social and affectively positive, like a game of
peek-a-boo, high vagal tone infants expressed more positive emotion than low vagal
tone infants. Thus, Beauchaine (2001) has argued that high cardiac vagal tone is a
marker of physiological flexibility that supports adaptive engagement with the envi-
ronment. To more fully understand the relationship between cardiac vagal tone and
social-emotional behavior in infants and young children, we must consider parenting
influences as well.

The results of extant research indicate several different ways in which cardiac vagal
tone, socialization, and children’s behavioral outcomes are associated. Children with
higher cardiac vagal tone have been found to be more susceptible to parental influences
– when attachment bonds are secure or parenting is good, children with higher cardiac
vagal tone have better outcomes and when attachment bonds are insecure or parenting
is poor, children with higher cardiac vagal tone have worse outcomes (Conradt et al.
2013; Eisenberg et al. 2012). Other studies have found the opposite relationship –
children with lower cardiac vagal tone, but not higher cardiac vagal tone, have poorer
behavioral outcomes when parenting is problematic or less optimal (Dierckx et al.
2011; Hastings et al. 2008). More research like the current study is needed to shed light
on these complex and sometimes contradictory associations.

Polyvagal theory (Porges 1995; 2007) argues that the activity of the vagal nerve on
the heart, or cardiac vagal reactivity, is a biological indicator of self-regulation.
Increased vagal influence as indexed by increases in RSA from rest to task supports
a state of calm and activates a social engagement system throughout the body.
Withdrawal of vagal influence indexed by decreases in RSA from rest to task, on the
other hand, supports Bfight or flight^ behaviors presumably in response to a stressor or
challenge in the environment. Some adult research supports this claim with a relaxation
task increasing RSA (Houtveen et al. 2002) while in other work the results are more
nuanced (Frazier et al. 2004). The literature on young children finds more consistently
that increases in RSA are associated with positive social interactions (Gentzler et al.
2009; Ham and Tronick 2006; Oosterman et al. 2010) while challenging tasks produce
decreases in RSA from rest (Blandon et al. 2008; Huffman et al. 1998).

There is less research focused on cardiac vagal reactivity than cardiac vagal tone,
especially with regards to cardiac vagal reactivity as a moderator of associations
between parenting and child outcomes. Holochwost and colleagues (2014) found that
a lack of RSA decrease during parent–child interactions, when combined with intrusive
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parenting, fostered the development of a disorganized attachment. In an at-risk sample,
children who had lower rates of violence exposure and greater decreases in RSA to
challenging laboratory tasks exhibited better emotional adjustment (Cipriano et al.
2011). Based on a handful of studies, less cardiac vagal reactivity during a task may
indicate a susceptibility to negative socialization influences. The current study contrib-
utes to our developing understanding of the possibility of cardiac vagal reactivity as a
moderator of parent–child relationship factors on social-emotional behavior.

In the current study, we examined the influence of infant attachment security and
infant and maternal cardiac vagal tone and reactivity on mother-infant behavioral
coordination. Consistent with attachment theory, we hypothesized that more securely
attached infants would be more behaviorally coordinated with mothers. Based on the
evidence that high cardiac vagal tone supports environmental engagement, we hypoth-
esized that mothers and infants with higher cardiac vagal tone would be more behav-
iorally coordinated. In line with the claim that cardiac vagal reactivity indexes emo-
tional self-regulation, we hypothesized that mothers and infants with increases in RSA
from test to a social engagement task would be more behaviorally coordinated as well.
We tested interaction effects of cardiac vagal tone and attachment security and cardiac
vagal reactivity and attachment security on behavioral coordination for both infants and
mothers. Given the relatively scant and mixed findings, we did not have firm hypoth-
eses for these moderation analyses.

Method

Participants

Sixty-four mothers (Mage=32.94 years, SD=5.6) and their 12- to 14-month-old infants
(Mage=13.12 months, SD=1.21; 48.5% female) were recruited from the San Francisco
Bay Area via on-site (e.g. parenting classes) and online (e.g. Craigslist, mothers’ group
blogs) advertisements. Participating families represented a range of ethnic and socio-
economic backgrounds. Fifty-eight percent of mothers were European American, 19%
were Asian American, 9% were multi-ethnic, 7% were Latina, and 7% were African
American or biracial. Twenty percent of mothers had a high school degree, 6% had an
associate’s degree, 44% had a bachelor’s degree, and 30% had a master’s or doctorate
degree. Thirteen percent of participating families earned less than $25,000 a year, 19%
earned between $25,000 and $50,000, 26% earned between $50,000 and $100,000,
26% earned between $100,000 and $150,000, and 15% earned over $150,000 a year.
Nearly all mothers (96%) were married or cohabitating with the infant’s father. Mothers
were compensated $75 for participation with their infants and travel costs when
appropriate.

Procedure

In the weeks before the laboratory visit, each mother was mailed a packet of study
information including the Attachment Q-sort (AQS) with instructions for how to
complete it. Upon arrival at the laboratory, the mother provided consent for herself
and her infant. The infant was taken to a playroom by a familiar caregiver while an
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experimenter went through the AQS with the mother, answered any questions, and
confirmed that all cards were sorted appropriately following a protocol adapted from
Teti and McGourty (1996) and Laible and Thompson (1998). The experimenter then
applied sensors (see below) to the mother and instructed her to sit quietly while a 5-
minute resting baseline of the mother’s physiological responses was recorded. The
infant was returned to the mother and sensors were applied. It can be challenging to
obtain several minutes of artifact-free physiological data on infants without engaging
them in an activity like watching a video (i.e., Conradt and Ablow 2010). These tasks
have attentional demands that may influence the infant’s physiological responses
(Richards 1987). Thus the experimenter instructed the mother to help her infant relax
without the use of toys or games and left the dyad alone with some pleasant music for a
2-minute rest period. This approach is used for obtaining valid resting physiological
responses from infants with minimal attentional demands (see Alkon et al. 2006).

Following mother baseline and infant rest period, the infant returned to the playroom
while the mother was randomly assigned to complete a speech with negative (n=27),
positive (n=23) or no (n=23) evaluative feedback. The speech task was part of a
separate research question that was not relevant to the focus of the current study and the
speech task is not presented here in further detail (see Waters et al. 2014). Speech
condition was entered as a control variable in all analyses.

The infant rejoined the mother following the speech task and physiological re-
sponses were obtained continuously during the subsequent interaction episodes, which
consisted of a 2-minute reunion, 2-minute second rest episode, and two 2-minute social
interviews with an experimenter. In the reunion episode, mother and infant were left
alone to reconnect. The second rest episode followed the same format as the first
rest in which pleasant background music was played while the mother was
instructed to help her infant relax. In the social interviews, each of two female
experimenters engaged mother and infant in an innocuous conversation and a
social bid (i.e. offered the infant a toy).

The final episode of the laboratory visit was a 3-minute toy-offer episode in which
the two female experimenters from the social interviews entered the room together and
engaged the dyad in a series of social bids (i.e. offered the infant several new toys). This
toy-offer episode was videotaped for later behavioral coding. Upon completion of the
study, the sensors were detached, the mother was debriefed, and payment was given.

Measures

Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA) Electrocardiography was collected on mothers
and infants from two spot sensors on the chest using the Biopac MP150 Data
Acquisition System (Biopac Systems, Inc., www.biopac.com). This system allows
multiple channels of physiological data to be acquired on multiple individuals
simultaneously. Thus mother and infant electrocardiographic data were time-synced
at recording. Trained research assistants who were blind to study hypotheses and
maternal speech condition visually inspected waveforms for artifacts using Mindware
software (Heart Rate Variability Analysis Software 2.6, Mindware Technologies, Ltd.,
http://www.mindwaretech.com/) before aggregating the data in 30-second segments.
Consistent with the literature, a high frequency band from 0.12 to 0.40 was used to
derive maternal RSA data and a high frequency band from 0.24 to 1.04 was used to
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derive infant RSA data (Bar-Haim et al. 2000). Cardiac vagal tone was calculated by
averaging the RSA values from the last minute of the baseline and rest period for
mothers and infants respectively, which is presumably when they were the most
acclimated to the sensors. Cardiac vagal reactivity was calculated by subtracting the
cardiac vagal tone value from the RSA value during each of the 2 min of the interview.
This produced a measure of each partner’s cardiac vagal responses while interacting
with a different social partner than the other dyad member. The two 1-minute reactivity
scores were then averaged to create a single measure of cardiac vagal reactivity to the
social interview episode.

Infant Attachment Security The Attachment Q-sort version 3.0 (AQS; Waters and
Deane 1985) measures the security of the infant-mother attachment bond, and is a
commonly used measure of attachment in infants and young children that produces a
single continuous measure of attachment security. Each of the 90 cards in the Q-sort
contains a descriptive statement, 30 of which are Bfiller^ statements that are unrelated
to attachment security. Each card has been assigned a value reflecting the score of a
prototypically "most secure" child. Mothers sorted the cards into nine groups based on
how accurately they described their child. Security scores on a continuous scale from
−1.0 to 1.0 were then calculated by correlating the observed child's scores on the Q-sort
items with the security criterion sort containing values for the prototypically secure
child. A security score over .30 is indicative of a secure attachment (Waters and Deane
1985). Security scores were examined for outliers greater than 3 SD from the sample
mean and one dyad was excluded according to this criterion.

Behavioral Coordination Mother-infant behavioral coordination during the toy-offer
episode was coded by trained observers using a 5-point scale anchored at 0 (dyad was
not coordinated) to 4 (dyad exhibited consistent coordination throughout). Indicators of
behavioral coordination involved instances of verbal and nonverbal reciprocated com-
munication including eye contact, smiles, vocalizations, and interactive toy play (e.g.
mother hands toy to infant and infant accepts it). Two female research assistants,
unaware of any study manipulations or participant information, trained with the first
author and achieved reliability with each other on a random 40% of the sample
(ICC= .76) before one of them coded the remaining videotapes singly.

Data Analysis

Analyses were conducted using SPSS 22.0. Descriptive statistics were calculated for all
study variables. Significance levels were set at p< .05. Pearson correlation coefficients
were calculated to measure associations among continuous variables while Spearman’s
rho was used for nominal variables (i.e. mother speech condition). We conducted
separate hierarchical linear regressions predicting behavioral coordination from mother
cardiac vagal responses and infant cardiac vagal responses. Each regression included
attachment security, cardiac vagal tone, cardiac vagal reactivity, and the two attachment
security by cardiac vagal response interaction terms. Maternal speech condition was
included as control variable in the models. We unpacked significant interaction terms
using simple slopes (Aiken and West 1991) and comparing the effect of attachment
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security on behavioral coordination at high (1 SD above the mean) and low (1 SD
below the mean) levels of vagal response.

Results

Preliminary analyses confirmed that the cardiac vagal variables were normally distrib-
uted while attachment security was skewed. Thus Spearman’s rho was used for
bivariate analyses with attachment security. Descriptive statistics and bivariate associ-
ations among study variables are presented in Table 1. On average, infants met the
threshold for secure attachment but there was considerable range in attachment scores.
Infants, on average, exhibited increases in RSA from rest period to the interview
episode as represented by a positive reactivity score. As one would expect, infant
cardiac vagal tone was highly correlated with infant cardiac vagal reactivity. The same
association was found between maternal cardiac vagal tone and reactivity.

Infant Cardiac Vagal Responses Model

The full hierarchical linear regression model predicting behavioral coordination from attach-
ment security and infant cardiac vagal responses was significant, F (6, 46)=4.62, p=.001,
R2=.37, Radj

2=.29. As shown in Table 2, there were two notable significant main effects.
The first was that more securely attached infants displayed greater behavioral coordination
with mothers, as objectively observed. The second main effect was that infants who
exhibited greater increases in RSA from rest period to the social interview with a novel
adult displayed greater behavioral coordination with mothers as well. There was no main
effect of cardiac vagal tone on behavioral coordination. Instead, vagal tone moderated the
relationship between infant attachment security and behavioral coordination (Fig. 1). For
infants with lower cardiac vagal tone, greater attachment security predicted greater
behavioral coordination, t (49)=3.73 p<.001. For infants with higher cardiac vagal tone,
however, therewas no relationship between attachment security and behavioral coordination,
t (49)=−0.80, p=.43. Another way to consider this association is that secure attachment
buffered infantswith lower levels of vagal tonewhereas thosewith higher vagal tone showed
strong behavioral coordination regardless of the level of attachment.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics and bivariate associations among study variables

Mean (SD) Range 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Mother speech conditiona N/A N/A

2. Infant cardiac vagal tone 3.96 (0.98) 1.87–6.59 .02

3. Infant cardiac vagal reactivity 0.11 (0.88) −2.20–1.87 −.13 −.56**
4. Maternal cardiac vagal tone 6.45 (1.13) 4.14–9.12 −.06 −.01 .20

5. Maternal cardiac vagal reactivity .01 (1.0) −3.0–2.25 −.17 .28* −.35** −.50**
6. Attachment securitya 0.33 (0.19) −0.20–0.72 .10 .08 −.05 −.19 .12

7. Behavioral coordination 3.14 (1.3) 1–5 −.07 −.18 .31* .11 −.19 .22+

a Spearman’s rho. +p < .10. *p < .05; **p < .01
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Maternal Cardiac Vagal Responses Model

The full model predicting behavioral coordination from attachment security and ma-
ternal cardiac vagal responses was marginally significant, F (6, 53)=1.43, p= .22,
R2= .14, Radj

2= .04. This model was driven by the significant positive predictor of
infant attachment security described above, p= .03. Neither maternal cardiac vagal tone
nor reactivity demonstrated significant main effect (ps = .83 and .31, respectively) nor
did they moderate the influence of infant attachment security (ps = .35 and .64,
respectively) on behavioral coordination. In contrast to infants’ responses, maternal
cardiac vagal responses did not contribute to the quality of behavioral coordination in
the mother-infant toy play episode.

Discussion

We investigated attachment security and cardiac vagal responses as predictors of
mother-infant behavioral coordination, an important antecedent of healthy social-
emotional development. The findings partially support our hypotheses and align with
tenets of attachment theory and polyvagal theory. Securely attached infants and infants
with greater increases in cardiac vagal responses when interacting with a stranger

Table 2 Predicting behavioral coordination from attachment security and infant cardiac vagal responses

b SE Β t 95% CI

Lower Upper

Mother speech condition −0.16 0.19 −0.10 −0.85 −0.55 0.22

Infant cardiac vagal tone 0.09 0.22 0.07 0.48 −0.30 0.48

Infant cardiac vagal reactivity 0.48 0.22 0.32 2.24* 0.05 0.92

Attachment security 2.84 0.88 0.39 2.24* 1.08 4.61

Attachment X infant cardiac vagal tone −5.51 1.29 −0.64 −3.70** −8.51 −2.51
Attachment X infant cardiac vagal reactivity −2.39 1.26 −0.32 −1.91 −4.92 0.13

b = unstandardized; β = standardized *p < .05; **p < .01
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Fig. 1 Infant cardiac vagal tone moderates the influence of attachment security on mother-infant behavioral
coordination
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displayed greater behavioral coordination with their mother. Additionally, infants’
cardiac vagal tone moderated the association between attachment and coordination.
Infants who had lower cardiac vagal tone displayed greater behavioral coordination
with their mothers only when securely attached to them. Infants with lower cardiac
vagal tone and an insecure attachment displayed low behavioral coordination with their
mothers. We did not observe any associations between maternal cardiac vagal re-
sponses and behavioral coordination.

In this study, we unpacked the influence of cardiac vagal reactivity separately from
cardiac vagal tone. Infants for whom RSA increased from rest to the social interview
task (i.e. less cardiac vagal reactivity) demonstrated greater coordination with mothers
in a subsequent interaction. This effect emerged over and above the predictive power of
attachment security and cardiac vagal tone. Changes in RSA can be associated with
various physical or psychological states. From the perspective of polyvagal theory,
infants with greater increases in cardiac vagal reactivity may have maintained a socially
engaged stance during an interaction with a novel female rather than a more physio-
logically activated one and this may have supported high quality interactions with
mothers. In a recent synthesis of the RSA literature, high vagal reactivity to an
emotional challenge was identified as a biomarker of poor emotion regulation
(Beauchaine 2015). Our results align with this claim as infants with high vagal
reactivity may not have had the regulatory abilities to needed to support a behaviorally
coordinated interaction with mothers. We did not find that reactivity moderated the
effect of attachment security, however. Together these two results indicate that cardiac
vagal reactivity is a potent predictor of social-emotional behavior independent of
relationship quality.

In contrast, infant cardiac vagal tone was not directly associated with behavioral
coordination, but moderated the impact of attachment security on it. Infants with lower
vagal tone needed to be securely attached to manifest positive interaction patterns, but
infants with higher vagal tone exhibited moderate levels of behavioral coordination
regardless of attachment security. Thus, higher infant vagal tone emerged as a protec-
tive factor against negative social-emotional behavior associated with an insecure
attachment. Again, this finding aligns with Beauchaine’s (2015) argument that low
vagal tone is a biomarker of poor emotion regulation. Infants with low vagal tone, and
thus perhaps poorer emotion regulation abilities, needed the history of a positive,
securely attached relationship to engage in behavioral coordination with mothers.
Consistent with our results, some developmental studies have found that low vagal
tone signaled sensitivity to the quality of parenting (Hastings et al. 2008), while others
have found moderation by high vagal tone (Conradt et al. 2013; Eisenberg et al. 2012).
It is important to note that the studies finding high vagal tone as a moderator involved
samples with large proportions of low-income families while our sample was relatively
high in resources. Differences in the socioeconomic environments of the samples may
help explain these discrepancies. These discrepancies may also reflect timing of
assessments with associations of higher vagal tone with negative outcomes potentially
indexing sensitivity to context and resulting in poorer outcomes in harsher environ-
ments, and associations of lower vagal tone with negative outcomes resulting from
extended exposure.

Mothers are more socially and emotionally sophisticated than infants and our
outcome measure of mother-infant coordination was fundamentally dyadic in nature.
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Thus it is noteworthy that neither of the maternal physiological responses was associ-
ated with behavioral coordination. These findings indicate that individual differences in
maternal physiology may be less impactful on key features of the mother-infant
interaction than infant physiology. Recent evidence suggests that an individual’s
physiological responses influence and are influenced by their partner’s physiological
responses as they unfold over time (Ferrer and Helm 2013). Perhaps maternal physi-
ology is not associated with behavioral coordination directly, but through its influences
on infant physiology.

There are some limitations to the current study to consider. The most commonly
used measure of infant attachment security, the Strange Situation, was not feasible to
employ within the study design. The single lab visit involved presenting mothers with a
mildly stressful task and we felt that extending the protocol to include the Strange
Situation, a mild to moderate stress task, risked overwhelming infants and making
participation untenable. Mothers may be biased in their reporting on attachment with
their infant so the AQS was designed with Bfiller^ items meant to obscure the specific
goal of the measure and reduce systematic bias. Mother-reported AQS allowed us to
draw each of our measures from different sources, which strengthens what can be
concluded from the findings. Attachment theory recognizes that an attachment bond
emerges from the accumulation of mother-infant interactions over the first year and our
attachment security score was based upon the totality of the mother’s experiences with
her infant during that year. Thus our model, in which we predicted an episode of social-
emotional dyadic behavior from a history of relationship quality with cross-sectional
data, was firmly grounded in theory. While mothers received varying forms of feedback
in the speech task they completed before being reunited with their infants, there was no
evidence of speech condition effects on mother or infant RSA data, infant attachment
security or behavioral coordination.

In sum, the current investigation shed light on how relational and physiological
characteristics are associated with mother-infant social-emotional behavior that is
meaningful for later development. The findings help unpack the differential impacts
of cardiac vagal tone and cardiac vagal reactivity on dyadic behavior and highlight the
importance of considering physiology as a moderator of social-emotional processes.

Appendix

Coordination of mother-infant dyad during interaction task: indexes extent to which
dyad shares the experience of the toy-offer episode, with exchanges that are smooth and
mutual behaviors. Coded on a 5-pt Likert scale, over the entire 3 min of toy-offer
episode.

Coordinated, sharing include mom’s verbal communication directed to infant or
about infant’s behavior (ie. BLook, baby^; BWhat a nice toy^; BYou like that toy,
huh?^), mom’s nonverbal communication including gaze and looks (sharing in joint
attention, following baby’s gaze or points), facial expressions directed to infant,
physical contact with/positioning of infant, and infant’s nonverbal communication
including gaze and looks (joint attention), vocal signals (both positive and negative
calls), gestural signals (pointing, pulling on mom), and postural signals (leaning toward
or into mom).
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Important note: The focus is on the dyad and not on either individual. Mothers likely
put forth more communication or behaviors, but communication or behavior from
mother or infant are equally valid. The heart of the coding is in how the partners share
the experience with each other.

Code Behaviors

4 Maximum coordination

Consistent sharing/coordinated verbal and nonverbal communication between dyad. There is a clear,
connected back-and-forth quality as the dyad interacts

3 Strong coordination

Predominant dyadic state is sharing the experience and most communication between the dyad is
coordinated and smooth. A few disconnected episodes may still be exhibited.

2 Moderate coordination

Dyad exhibits more coordinated than disjointed episodes.

1 Mild coordination

Dyad exhibits both coordinated and disjointed episodes in roughly equal measure. One partner may
make multiple attempts at connection/coordination, but attempts are not consistently reciprocated by
the partner.

0 Minimal coordination or does not occur at all.

Dyad makes few if any attempts at sharing or communicating. If present, attempts tend to be disjointed
and do not flow smoothly.
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